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Catalina White Seabass Championship
Leadhead and squid fishing goes to the next
level with Sabo Jig Heads from AHI USA
The all new Sabo Jig Head System is the latest creation from AHI Usa. This performance-tuned jig system has been developed
with the Southern Californian angler in
mind and are perfect for the white seabass
competition. In addition to the Sabo Jig
Heads, Promar will have a three-person
drawing for free squid.
The squid will be housed in the Promar
Bait Hotel in the harbor in one of the
Promar 20-scoop capacity bait motels. The
winners can just cruise by, grab their three
scoops courtesy of San Pedro Bait Co. and
start fishing. Plus, a Bait Hotel will be given
away to one of the three lucky anglers!
As for the jigs, anglers will find that the
three Sabo head styles each have a specific
application and purpose for fishing
white seabass.
The Sabo Squid Head is a squid imitator that offers realistic appearance
and action that fish can’t resist. Drop
the Sabo Squid down and watch it
work. Pop the rod tip up for realistic
jigging action. Tuned action fins
cause the lure to dodge and dart and
literally shoot around like a squid.
There’s an impact resistant outer
shell that features amazing squid-like
detail and vibrant colors to suit a variety of baits and conditions. A laser
sharp point assures a solid hookset.
The Squid Head works great with a

squid or two pinned on it, especially when
there is no live squid and you want to make
your fresh dead look like the real thing.
Cast it out towards the kelp line, beach or
that section of seabass water you’ve been
watching and slowly work it back to the
boat. The white seabass simply can’t resist!
You can also fish the Sabo Squid head with
hoochies, skirts and plastic squids.
Sabo Jig Heads are twice the size of a standard jig head without twice the weight! A
larger head-per-weight ratio offers anglers a
more uniform and natural look. Select the
size that best fits your lure. Vibrant colors
and realistic features make the Sabo Jig Head
a great option for fishing a variety of conditions.
THREE TEAMS WILL
BE DRAWN at the
Captains’ Meeting
that will win a scoop
of bait. To claim the
bait, the teams will
need to visit the WON
boat on a nearby
mooring and the bait
from the Promar Bait
Motel will be handed
off. The Promar Bait
Motels will be handed
out as raffle prizes as
the awards ceremony.
THE SABO JIG HEAD
matches the hatch
when it comes to fishing squid — either
live or dead — on a
leadhead, making it
much more effective
than a standard leadhead when it comes
to fishing the leadhead and squid.

BEN BABBITT OF WON caught this biscuit on a Graftech stick last
year. Several teams will win these rods at the event in free drawings at both the Captains’ Meeting and the awards ceremony.

WON proudly announces
Graftech Rods again on
board as exclusive WSB
Jackpot rod sponsor
The best value for quality rods. Period.
Graftech offers up the perfect lineup for WSB anglers — the
first being the Wallbanger 7’2L and 7’2M. The 7’2 is perfect for
making tight casts when you’re in close to the kelp. The tip is
soft yet provides backbone if you lay into a good.
The Wallbanger 7’8L and 7’8M are absolutely perfect for
fishing “kelp cutter” rigs of Spectra tied to a short topshot of
fluorocarbon. Spectra has less stretch than mono so it is a must
that your rod has a softer tip to absorb some of the shock from
the early head shakes and also when you get the wsb alongside
the boat. The Wallbanger 7’8L and 7’8M match up well with an
Avet SX for your “kelp cutter.”
The GIS 8’0L, 8’0M and 8’0H are great for making long casts
when the boat swings wide away from the kelp line or cove.
The GIS 8’0L should be fished with 15- to 20-pound, the 8’0M
with 20- to 25-pound and the 25- to 30-pound should be fished
with 25-30-pound.
The Graftech lineup of 8-foot and 9-foot jig rods (GJS 80 M
& H, GJS 90M) are the best casting rods available.
You can check out many of these fine Graftech models at the
Avet/Costa/Graftech casting contest at this year’s WSB tournament.
For more information, please call West Coast Marketing at
(310) 329 0022 or e-mail rickozaki@sbcglobal.net.

Yamaha’s legendary
F250 a great repower
solution for boaters
Yamaha announced it is bringing
back the legendary 3.3-liter F250
“Mechanical Shift” as a solution for
boaters who wish to repower without upgrading to a later electronic
control box.
“There are a lot of boaters out
there who are satisfied with their
boat and simply want new outboards. The F250 ’Mechanical Shift’
is for those who wish to replace
rather than upgrade.” said Phil
Dyskow, Yamaha Marine Group
president.
The F250 is compatible only
with cable-type control boxes. At
the same time, it has the ability to
use Command Link electronic
gauges. With the use of a gateway, it
can also operate with NMEA-2000
compatible displays.
The heart of the Yamaha F250 is
a compact 60-degree, 3.3 liter (204
c.i.) block. It’s equipped with
Variable Camshaft Timing, which
dramatically increases low and midrange torque. With proven Yamaha
multi-point electronic fuel injection, it delivers easy, instant starts,
fast acceleration, and maximum
top-end speed.
Its single throttle valve feeds

individual long intake tracks,
which improves hole-shot, acceleration and mid-range performance.
Several features, such as Yamaha’s
closed fuel vapor system, have
helped this outboard earn a threestar rating for ultra-low emissions
from California Air Resources Board
(C.A.R.B.) The outboard also meets
or exceeds all Federal emissions
requirements.

